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3 Card Birthday Campaign

Greeting Card Campaigns – easy, affordable and elegant
Our Birthday Campaign is a unique and effective way to celebrate with your clients. Our
birthday card campaigns consist of three cards, one mailed each birthday for three years.
Cards are signed with your digital signature (your actual signature scanned and printed)
addressed with a handwriting font, inserted into envelopes, stamped and mailed. We will also
email you when each card is mailed (so you’re not surprised when they thank you!). All you do
is enjoy the gratitude of your clients!
** If you are co-marketing with another professional, you each pay half (billed separately)
and we email them too! (They will be forever grateful to you that you have set up this brilliant
campaign that goes on for three years and costs less than lunch!)

How it Works
• Pick Campaign (Campaign 1, 2, or 3)
• Send us your client’s birth dates
• We’ll take care of the rest
Each card is:
• Digitally signed (your signature, scanned and printed)
• Beautifully addressed with a handwriting font
• Optional business card insertion
• Stamped and mailed on your behalf
• An email notification is sent to you when each card is mailed so you can follow up with a
phone call
Let us take care of the details so you can take care of your clients!

$25 + $15 one time setup fee

3 Card Birthday Campaign 1
Cards listed in order sent:

Item # GC00050G
Inside text:

Although I don’t always have the opportunity to connect with you
as often as I’d like, on this special day, know I’m thinking of you.
Wishing you a day filled with joy and a year that is all you could
hope for.
Happy Birthday

Happy Birthday
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Item # GC00160
Inside text:

Wishing you the happiness of following your heart, the comfort of
loving those you care for, and the peace of discovering your special
place in this world. May these gifts be yours today and every day.

Happy Birthday

Happy Birthday

Printed in the U.S.A.
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275GC-00150
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Item # GC00150
Inside text:

Happy Birthday

Your birthday is a special day, and I’d like you to know I’m thinking
of you.
May the coming year bring you great joy, abundant laughter, and
the fulfillment of your fondest dreams.
Happy Birthday!

3 Card Birthday Campaign 2
Cards listed in order sent:

Item # GC00360
Inside text:

May you have many reasons to celebrate - today and throughout
the coming year.
Happy Birthday!

Item # GC00450
Inside text:

Wishing you a day of celebration and a year of joy!
Happy Birthday
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Printed in the U.S.A.

375GC-00361
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happy birthday

Item # GC00361
Inside text:

Happy Birthday
May the coming year bring you good health, great experiences and
enduring memories.

3 Card Birthday Campaign 3
Cards listed in order sent:

Happy

Item # GC00305
Inside text:

Eat, drink & make merry because it is your day.

Birthday

Happy Birthday

GC00305

Printed in the U.S.A.

Item # GC00300
Inside text:

Your birthday is a special day, and I’d like you to know I’m
thinking of you.
May the coming year bring you great joy, abundant laughter, and
the fulfillment of your fondest dreams.
Happy Birthday!

GC00300

Printed in the U.S.A.

Item # GC00315
Inside text:

I hope this wonderful day will fill your heart with joy and
blessings.
Happy Birthday!

GC00315

Printed in the U.S.A.

Happy Birthday

